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The existence of an invariant surface in high-dimensional sys-

tems greatly influences the behavior in a neighborhood of the

invariant surface. We prove theorems that predict the behav-

ior of periodic orbits in the vicinity of an invariant surface on

which the motion is conjugate to a Diophantine rotation for

symplectic maps and quasiperiodic perturbations of symplec-

tic maps. Our results allow for efficient numerical algorithms

that can serve as an indication for the breakdown of invariant

surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTIONPeriodic orbits have long served as tools to studythe long-term behavior of dynamical systems (as in[Poincar�e 1892], for example). In 1979, Greene pro-posed a numerical criterion, based on the behaviorof periodic orbits, to determine the parameter val-ues at which breakdown of certain invariant circlesof twist maps of the annulus occurs. Greene's cri-terion (see [Greene 1979] for a precise formulation)is remarkably accurate and has provided valuableintuition that led to the formulation of a renormal-ization group theory for the breakdown of invari-ant circles for twist maps of the annulus [MacKay1982].The determination of the parameter values atwhich breakdown of invariant surfaces occurs hassigni�cant practical importance, as invariant sur-faces present barriers to phase-space di�usion. Onepart of Greene's criterion, initially conjectured in[Greene 1979] and later proved in [MacKay 1992;Falcolini and Llave 1992], says that in twist maps ofc A K Peters, Ltd.1058-6458/96 $0.50 per page



198 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 5 (1996), No. 3the annulus that admit an invariant circle with dio-phantine rotation number, a certain limit|takenalong periodic orbits in the neighborhood of the in-variant circle and based on their stability proper-ties|is equal to zero. Moreover, if the invariantcircle is analytic, the limit is reached exponentiallyfast. Such behavior can be, and has been, e�-ciently investigated numerically.We present a similar result in higher dimensionsfor certain symplectic maps and quasiperiodic per-turbations of symplectic maps, satisfying nonde-generacy assumptions. If an invariant surface �exists and is analytic, or su�ciently di�erentiable,and motion on � is conjugate to rigid rotation witha diophantine rotation vector, we show that all theeigenvalues of the derivative of the map along peri-odic orbits in a neighborhood of � tend to 1 (expo-nentially, if the invariant surface is analytic) as theperiodic orbit approaches �. A precise statementis given in Section 2.Our results are of a local nature and involve onlya neighborhood of the invariant surface. Existenceof an invariant surface imposes severe restrictionsfor the map in a neighborhood of the surface. In-deed, we show that in an appropriate neighborhoodof the invariant surface the map is close to inte-grable, and using a perturbative argument one cancontrol the behavior of periodic orbits. In this set-ting the distance from the invariant surface playsthe role of a small parameter, and one can deducethat periodic orbits with rotation vectors close tothe rotation vector of the invariant surface existclose to the surface. In [Perry and Wiggins 1994]similar ideas were used to deduce long-term stabil-ity for orbits that come close to an invariant sur-face.
2. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTSWe will study two distinct cases: symplectic mapsand quasiperiodic perturbations of such maps (thatis, skew-products of symplectic maps and quasi-periodic rotation|a particular case of volume-pre-serving maps).

In the �rst case we consider maps f , either Cror analytic, from the space Td � Rd to itself, suchthat
(i) f preserves the natural symplectic two-form !=Pdi=1 d'i ^ dAi, and
(ii) @'0=@A is a nonsingular d� d matrix,where '0 the �rst coordinate of ~f(';A), for ~f alift of f . We will call such an f a 2d-dimensionalnonsingular symplectic map. Cr maps of this typefor d = 1 are called (positive or negative) twistmaps of the annulus.In the second case we consider maps f : Td+e �Rd ! Td+e �Rd that are periodic or quasiperiodicskew-products on Te where f jTd�Rd : Td � Rd !Td�Rd is a 2d-dimensional nonsingular symplecticmap.Let c = d in the case of the symplectic maps andc = d+e in the case of quasiperiodic perturbationsof symplectic maps. We say that x is a periodicorbit of type (P=N), for P 2 Zc and N a positiveinteger, if fN(x) = x and ~fN(~x) = ~x + (P; 0),where ~f; ~x are (�xed) lifts of f;x to the universalcover of Tc � Rd . We will call N the period of theorbit. Notice that only periodic skew-products canhave periodic orbits. For c-vectors we will use thenorm k!kc =Pci=1 j!ij.We de�ne the rotation vector of an orbit of ~f asthe c-dimensional vector! = limi!1 �1( ~f i(x; y))� xiif the limit exists, where �1 the projection on the�rst c (angle) coordinates: �1(x; y) = x. For aperiodic orbit of type (P=N) the rotation vector is! = P=N .We will consider sets with rotation vectors thatare not well approximated by rational vectors. Wede�ne a c-dimensional vector to be (diophantine)of type (K; �) ifjP �!j � KkPk�c for P 2 Zc; P 6= 0; K > 0: (2.1)



Tompaidis: Approximation of Invariant Surfaces by Periodic Orbits in High-Dimensional Maps: Some Rigorous Results 199It is known [Arnol'd 1988] that if � > c � 1 theset of vectors of type (K; �) has positive Lebesguemeasure in the unit c-dimensional cube.We now state our results for periodic orbits thatapproach invariant sets of f .
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a 2d-dimensional nonsin-gular symplectic map of class Cr, where r > 1.Suppose f admits a Cr invariant surface �, homo-topic to Td � f0g, on which the motion is Cr con-jugate to rigid rotation with rotation vector ! oftype (K; �). Moreover assume that in a neighbor-hood of � there are periodic orbits x(P=N) of type(P=N) for kN! � Pkd small enough. Then, forany nonnegative integer k < (r� 1)=� , we can �ndDk > 0 such that the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �2d of thederivative DfN(x(P=N)) satisfyj�i � 1j � DkkN! � Pkk=2d N for i = 1; : : : ; 2d:In the case where the map f and the invariantsurface are analytic in a polystrip I� around theinvariant surface � and analytically conjugate torigid rotation, we can compute the coe�cients Dkand choose the k that gives the best bound.
Theorem 2.2. Let f : Td � Rd ! Td � Rd be an an-alytic 2d-dimensional nonsingular symplectic map.Suppose f admits an analytic invariant surface �,homotopic to Td�f0g, on which the motion is an-alytically conjugate, with conjugacy , to rigid ro-tation with rotation vector ! of type (K; �). More-over , assume that in a neighborhood of � there areperiodic orbits x(P=N) of type (P=N) for kN!�Pkdsmall enough. If f and  are bounded in a neigh-borhood of the invariant surface, the eigenvalues�1; : : : ; �2d of the derivative DfN(x(P=N)) satisfyj�i � 1j � ~D1N exp�� ~D2kN! � Pk�1=(2(1+�))d �;where ~D1; ~D2 depend on the width of the domain ofanalyticity of f and , on the properties of ! (i .e.,K and �), and on the dimension d.In the case d = 1, the behavior of the eigenvalues iscompletely determined by the trace of the deriva-tive along the periodic orbit. In analogy with that

case, we de�ne the residue of a periodic orbit withperiod N asR(x) = 14d �2d� Tr(DfN(x))� : (2.2)Our de�nition is an extension of the one used in[Greene 1979] for two-dimensional twist maps ofthe annulus. The factor (4d)�1 ensures that theresidue of elliptic periodic orbits (orbits for whichthe eigenvalues of D ~fN lie on the unit circle) isbetween zero and one.Greene formulated a criterion for the breakdownof invariant curves of twist maps based on the be-havior of the residue of periodic orbits [Greene1979]. As indicated by Theorem 2.2, an analogof the criterion in higher dimensions should con-sider the behavior of additional quantities, otherthan the residue, such as the eigenvalues of DfNalong periodic orbits.Notice that, due to invariance under cyclic per-mutations, the residue of a periodic orbit is thesame for all the points of the orbit. Also, since thede�nition only involves derivatives, the residue isinvariant under C1 changes of variables. For inte-grable maps|that is, maps conjugate to ~g(x; y) =(x + h(y); y), for h : Rd ! Rd|the residue of allperiodic orbits is zero. From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2we have the following corollary:
Corollary 2.3. Let f be a 2d-dimensional nonsin-gular symplectic map of class Cr, where r > 1.Suppose f admits a Cr invariant surface �, homo-topic to Td�f0g, on which the motion is Cr conju-gate to rigid rotation with rotation vector ! of type(K; �). Moreover assume that in a neighborhood of� there are periodic orbits x(P=N) of type (P=N) forkN!�Pkd small enough. Then, for any nonnega-tive integer k < (r�1)=� , we can �nd Ck > 0 suchthat jR(x)j � CkkN! � Pkk=2d N:If f , �, and the conjugacy to rigid rotation areanalytic, we can �nd ~C1; ~C2 > 0 such thatjR(x)j � ~C1N exp�� ~C2kN! � Pk�1=(2(1+�))d �:
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Remark. In the case d = 1 the continued-fractionconvergents to ! provide integer sequences fMig1i=0and fNig1i=0 such thatj! �Mi=Nij � KN�2i (2.3)for all i and !. In that case it is possible to showthat if an analytic invariant curve exists thenlimi!1 sup jR(xi)j1=Ni � 1;where the limit is taken along continued fractionconvergents. Unfortunately, in higher dimensions,there is not, to our knowledge, an e�cient approxi-mation scheme that can produce convergents to anarbitrary rotation vector with d components thatsatisfy an inequality similar to (2.3). Such schemesdo exist for certain classes of rotation vectors, suchas golden vectors of the Jacobi{Perron algorithmfor d = 2 [Kosygin 1991].
Remark. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are local results thatapply in a neighborhood of the invariant surface.Thus, assumptions (i) and (ii) at the beginning ofthis section can be relaxed to hold only in a neigh-borhood of the invariant surface �.We turn to the case of volume-preserving mapsthat are quasiperiodic skew-products of symplec-tic maps over Te, that is, maps of the formf(�; ';A) = �f1(�; ';A); '+ !2; f2(�; ';A)�for f1 : Td+e � Rd ! Td, f2 : Td+e � Rd ! Rd ,� 2 Td, ' 2 Te, and !2 2 Te an irrational vector.We introduce the extension f� : Td+e � Rd+e !Td+e � Rd+e byf�(�; ';A1; A2)= �f1(�; ';A1); '+A2; f2(�; ';A1); A2�;which at A2 = !2 reduces to f . If f admits an in-variant surface � then f� admits an invariant sur-face �� at A2 = !2. Moreover, for ! 2 Te, we in-troduce the restriction f�! : Td+e�Rd ! Td+e�Rdby f�!(�; ';A) = f�(�; ';A; !):

If f� admits a periodic orbit x of type ((P1; P2)=N)then f�P2=N admits a periodic orbit �x of the sametype.
Theorem 2.4. Let f : Td+e � Rd ! Td+e � Rd bea quasiperiodic skew-product of a 2d-dimensionalnonsingular symplectic map over Te such that f jTeis rigid rotation with a diophantine rotation vector .Assume that f is of class Cr, where r > 1, and thatit admits a Cr invariant surface �, homotopic toTd+e�f0g, on which the motion is Cr conjugate torigid rotation with rotation vector ! of type (K; �).Moreover , assume that in the extension f� of fthere is a neighborhood of �� where there are pe-riodic orbits x(P=N) (P � (P1; P2) 2 Zd+e) of type(P=N) for kN! � Pkd+e small enough. Then, forany nonnegative integer k < (r� 1)=� , we can �ndDk > 0 such that 2d of the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �2dof the derivative D�(f�P2=N)N�(�x(P=N)) satisfyj�i � 1j � DkkN! � Pkk=2d+eN for i = 1; : : : ; 2d;the remaining e eigenvalues being identically 1.If f , �, and the conjugacy to rigid rotation areanalytic, we can �nd ~C1; ~C2 > 0 such thatj�i � 1j � ~D1N exp�� ~D2kN! � Pk�1=(2(1+�))d+e �:Our results cover the case where f admits an in-variant surface on which motion is conjugate to ro-tation. In [Falcolini and Llave 1992] it was shownthat if f admits an invariant set on which motionis semi-conjugate to rotation, there are periodicorbits approaching the invariant set under certainconditions on the Lyapunov exponents of f on theinvariant set. We quote these results for complete-ness:
Theorem 2.5 [Falcolini and Llave 1992, Theorem 2.3].Assume � is a hyperbolic set of rotation vector !and that fxng is a sequence of periodic points oftype (Mn=Nn) such that the orbit of xn convergesto �. Then, for su�ciently large n, jR(xn)j1=Nn >� > 1. Actually , if the hyperbolic set has maximumLyapunov exponent , then limnR(xn)1=Nn = e .
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Theorem 2.6 [Falcolini and Llave 1992, Theorem 4.3].Let f : M ! M be a C2 di�eomorphism leav-ing invariant the ergodic measure �. Assume that ,with respect to this measure, f has no zero Lya-punov exponents. Then, for almost every pointx0 in the support of �, it is possible to �nd a se-quence fxng1n=0 of periodic points that converges tox0. Moreover , the sequence of orbits can be chosenin such a way that the Lyapunov exponents of xnconverge to the Lyapunov exponents of x0.
3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS

The Cr Case for Symplectic MapsWe turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1, which con-sists of three parts. First, in Proposition 3.2, weconstruct a normal form in the neighborhood of theinvariant surface and approximate the map in thatneighborhood with an integrable mapping. Thedistance between our map and the integrable mapcan be made O(kHkkd), where H are the actions inan appropriate coordinate system, for k dependingon the smoothness of the invariant surface and thetype of the rotation vector.In the second part of the proof we show that in asmall enough neighborhood of the invariant surfacethe rotation vector of periodic orbits that stay inthe neighborhood cannot di�er from the rotationvector of the invariant surface by more than thesize of the neighborhood.Finally, the last part is a perturbation argumentthat allows us to estimate the eigenvalues of thederivative along periodic orbits that stay close tothe invariant surface (Lemma 3.3).Before introducing the normal form we make achange of variables that makes it more convenientto study a neighborhood of the invariant surface.
Proposition 3.1. Let f be a 2d-dimensional nonsin-gular symplectic map of class Cr, admitting a Crinvariant surface � (which is a graph of a Cr func-tion  : Td ! Rd) with f j� Cr conjugate to rigidrotation with rotation vector !. Then we can �nd asymplectic Cr�1 mapping h de�ned in a neighbor-

hood of � and having a Cr�1 inverse in a neigh-borhood of �, and Cr�1 functions v : Td�Rd ! Tdand u : Td � Rd ! Rd , such thath � f � h�1(';A)= ('+ ! +Av(';A); A+A2u(';A)); (3.1)where A2 implies all quadratic combinations of thevarious A's.
Proof. We �rst shift the action coordinates so that('; 0) becomes the invariant surface, then we usethe conjugacy to rigid rotation to deduce (3.1).De�ne h1 : Td � Rd ! Td � Rd byh1(';A) = ('; A+ (')):Then h1 is of class Cr, symplectic and sends Td �f0gd to the graph of . Thus h1 � f � h�11 leavesthe surface Td � f0gd invariant; in other words,there exist Cr functions v1 : Td � Rd ! Td andu1 : Td � Rd ! Rd such thath1 � f � h�11 (';A) = (v1(';A); Au1(';A)):Since the motion on the surface is Cr conjugateto rigid rotation, there is a Cr function � : Td ! Tdwith a Cr inverse such that v1(�('); 0) = �('+!).In particular, (D�)�1 exists.We introduce (for r > 1) the Cr�1 symplectictransformationh2(';A) = (�('); (D�)�1A)withh�12 � h1 � f � h�11 � h2(';A)= (' + ! +Av2(';A); Au2(';A)); (3.2)where v2 : Td � Rd ! Td and u2 : Td � Rd ! Rdare Cr�1 functions withv2(';A) = A�1���1(v1(�('); (D�)�1A))� ��1(v1(�('); 0))�;u2(';A) = u1��('); (D�)�1A�:For A = 0, we have @A0i=@Aj = @'0i=@'j = 0 fori 6= j, @'0i=@'i = 1 for all i, and @A0i=@'j = 0 for



202 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 5 (1996), No. 3all i; j. Since the map is symplectic, we concludethat @A0i@Ai ���A=0 = 1for all i. Moreover, from condition (ii) in the de�ni-tion of a nonsingular symplectic map, we concludethat @'0i=@Ai 6= 0 or v2('; 0) 6= 0. This concludesthe proof of Proposition 3.1. �
Remark. In the case d=1, Birkho�'s theorem guar-antees that an invariant curve of a nonsingularsymplectic map with irrational rotation numberis a graph. Birkho�'s theorem fails when condi-tion (ii) (the twist condition) is violated. Also forhigher dimensions we are not aware of an analog ofBirkho�'s theorem. (For d = 2 there is an analogof Birkho�'s theorem [Mather 1991] for the class ofmaps that can be expressed as a �nite number ofcompositions of one-dimensional twist maps). Inthe general case, the condition that the invariantcurve is a graph over Td can be replaced by a morelocal condition (weaker in the case of the maps wehave been studying and also applicable to singularsymplectic maps, that is, maps with zero torsion).If � is homotopic to Td there are coordinates in aneighborhood of � for which the invariant surfacereduces to a graph. Then condition (ii) need onlybe satis�ed in a neighborhood of the invariant sur-face in the transformed coordinates (3.2) (that is,we need only have v2('; 0) 6= 0) for the conclusionsof Theorem 2.1 to be valid.We introduce some further notation. We use multi-index notation: fmg will denote all possible combi-nations of indices 1j1 ; : : : ; djd such that Pdl=1 ljl =m. Moreover, the expression Afmg will mean allpossible combinations of the di�erent A's raisedto all possible indices allowed from the conditionPdl=1 ljl = m. Also, a symbol Qfmg \multiplying"Afmg will denote a multitude of functions, one foreach combination of the A's allowed (for example,Qf1g corresponds to d functions, Qf2g correspondsto d(d+ 1)=2 functions, etc.)We can now construct a normal form for f ina neighborhood of the invariant surface. We �rst

construct d independent approximate integrals ina small neighborhood of the invariant surface.
Lemma 3.2. Let f be a Cr map as before, and let! be a rotation vector of type (K; �). Then, givenany nonnegative integer k < (r� 1)=� , we can �ndfunctions Hf0g;Hf1g; : : : ;Hfkg : Td ! Rd and con-stants Ck such that the map H : Td � Rd ! Rdde�ned by H = kXm=0AfmgHfmg(')satis�es kH � f �Hk � Ck+1kAkk+1d :
Proof. Expanding in A we haveH � f(';A)=Xm (A+Af2gu(';A))fmgHfmg('+ ! +Av(';A))=Xm (A+Af2gu(';A))fmg�� kXl=0 cflg @Hfmg@Aflg ('+ ! +Av(';A))jA=0+O(Afm+k+1g)�= kXm=0Afmg�Hfmg('+ !) +Hfm�1g('+ !)u('; 0)+Lfmg(')�+O(Afk+1g);where cflg are the coe�cients of the Taylor expan-sion and Lfmg depends on Hf0g;Hf1g; : : : ;Hfm�2gand their derivatives up to order m, as well as onthe derivatives of Hfm�1g. Notice that changes inHfm�1g by a constant do not a�ect Lfmg.Matching terms by order we haveHf0g(') =Hf0g('+!);Hfmg(') =Hfmg('+!)+Hfm�1g('+!)u('; 0)+Lfmg('): (3.3)Equations (3.3) are of the formg('+ !)� g(') = f('): (3.4)



Tompaidis: Approximation of Invariant Surfaces by Periodic Orbits in High-Dimensional Maps: Some Rigorous Results 203It is well known [Siegel and Moser 1971; Arnol'd1988] that for the case of ! of type (K; �), givenf 2 Cq with zero average over the d-torus, thereexists g 2 Cq�(�+") that satis�es (3.4) for every" > 0, q > � .For m = 0, the only possible continuous solutionis Hf0g = constant: indeed, from the conditionRTdLf1g d' = 0, if RTd u('; 0) d' 6= 0 we get Hf0g =0. Now consider the case m > 0. If Hf0g;Hf1g; : : : ;Hfm�2g are uniquely determined and Hfm�1g is de-termined up to a constant, then Lfmg is completelydetermined. Moreover, Hfmg can be determined upto a constant if and only ifZTd�Lfmg(') + u('; 0)Hfm�1g('+ !)� d' = 0;
(3.5)which uniquely determines the average value ofHfm�1g when RTd u('; 0) 6= 0. When RTd u('; 0) =0 we can show that the choice RTdHfmg(') = 0,m � 0 satis�es (3.5). To this end, consider thetruncation H [�m�1] = Pm�1l=0 AflgHflg('), satisfy-ing (3.3) up to order m� 1. ThenZTdfH [�m�1](';A) �H [�m�1] � f(';A)g d' = 0;since f, being symplectic, preserves volume in phasespace. We haveH [�m�1](';A) �H [�m�1] � f(';A)= Afmg �Lfmg(') + u('; 0)Hfm�1g('+ !)�+O(Afm+1g);thus, condition (3.5) is satis�ed.The process can be carried out inductively aslong as Lfkg is smooth enough (at least of classC�+"). Since in every step of the induction thesmoothness of Lfkg decreases by � , we have thebound k� > r � 1, or k < (r � 1)=� . If f is C1or analytic the induction can be carried out for allk 2 N. �We have constructed d functions H that are ap-proximate integrals in the vicinity of the invariant

surface. Since Hf0g = 0, H is a small perturba-tion of A and the surface H = h, for khkd small, istopologically nontrivial.The function �H de�ned by�H(h) = ZH=hAd'is conserved under f up to O(kAkk+1d ) in a neigh-borhood of A = 0.We change coordinates, in such a way that �Hreplaces A, using a generating function SS(�; A) = �A+ZTd kXm=2AfmgHfmg(s) ds��: (3.6)The function S generates the symplectic transfor-mation�H = D1S(�; A) = A+ ZTd kXm=2AfmgHfmg(s) ds;' = D2S(�; A)= ��1 + @@A ZTd kXm=2AfmgHfmg(s) ds�:In the new coordinates,f(�; �H) = (�+!+ �H�( �H); �H)+E(�; �H); (3.7)where the remainder satis�es kEk � Ckk �Hkk+1d (inappropriate norms) and �(0) 6= 0.
Remark. Another way to construct the normal formwould be to perform successive canonical trans-formations (for example using the method of Lietransforms) and reduce f to an integrable map, upto O(Afk+1g), in a neighborhood of the invariantsurface. This method was used in the case d = 1 in[MacKay 1992], whereas the method of construct-ing an approximate integral was used in [Falcoliniand Llave 1992]. We favor the latter, since it lendsitself to e�cient numerical implementations.When the map f is analytic, our estimates hold ina complex neighborhood of Td � f0gd of the form�j Im�ij < �; j �Hij � �; for i = 1; : : : ; d	 for some� > 0.



204 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 5 (1996), No. 3In the new (�; �H)-coordinates, we have kDEk �Ckk �Hkkd andDf(�; �H) = � 1 F ( �H)0 1 �+O(k �Hkkd); (3.8)where F ( �H) = �( �H) + �H�0( �H).In a neighborhood of the invariant surface onlyperiodic orbits with rotation vectors close to the ro-tation vector of the invariant surface are allowed.Since F (0) 6= 0, we conclude using the implicitfunction theorem that the actions �Hper of a peri-odic orbit of period N in the vicinity of the invari-ant surface are bounded byC1kN! � Pkd � k �Hperkd � C2kN! � Pkd:The existence of periodic orbits for maps that areclose to integrable (such as map (3.7) in a neighbor-hood of the invariant surface) has been studied inthe case where f has a generating function [Bern-stein and Katok 1987; Llave and Wayne 1989]. Itwas shown that some periodic orbits of the inte-grable system persist for small enough perturba-tions, and that their distance from the original pe-riodic orbits can be bounded by the size of theperturbation. Although in [Llave and Wayne 1989]only Hamiltonian ows were considered (which cor-respond to maps with a generating function) themethods used could be easily extended to periodicorbits of symplectic maps that do not have a gen-erating function.The last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 con-sists of a simple perturbative argument. Since weare interested in the eigenvalues of the derivativealong periodic orbits, we will estimate the norm ofproducts of matrices close to the ones appearing in(3.8).
Lemma 3.3. Let fAigNi=1 be a set of 2d�2d matricesof the form Ai = � 1 ai0 1 � ;withmax�1; sup1�i�N (sup1�l;k�d j(ai)lkj)� � A;

and let fBigNi=1 satisfysup1�i�N; 1�j;k�2d j(Bi)jk � (Ai)jkj � "with " < A. Then all the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �2d ofB � B1 : : : BN satisfyj1� �ij � 2�(1 + 3dpAp")N � 1�:
Proof. We introduce norms for vectors and matri-ces. For a vector in R2d we de�nekvk� = dXi=1 (jvij� + jvi+dj):For any 2d� 2d matrix C, we de�nekCk� = supv2R2d kCvk�=kvk� :Then, if � is an eigenvalue of C, we have j�j �kCk�.For the matrices Ai; Bi and for � < 1, we havekAik� � 1 + dmax(1; j(ai)jkj)� � 1 + dA�kAi �Bik� � "max(d+ d�; d + d��1)= "d(1 + ��1): (3.9)To prove the claim about the eigenvalues of B,notice that the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �2d of B�I sat-isfyj�ij � kB �A1 � � �AN +A1 � � �AN � Ik�� kB �A1 � � �ANk� + kA1 � � �AN � Ik�:We write B = B1 : : : BN = (A1 + (B1 � A1))�(A2+(B2�A2)) : : : (AN+(BN�AN)). Expandingand grouping terms, we getB = A1 � � �AN+Xi A1 � � �Ai�1(Bi �Ai)Ai+1 � � �AN+Xi;j �A1 � � �Ai�1(Bi �Ai)Ai+1� � �Aj+1(Bj �Aj)Aj+1 � � �AN�+ � � �+ (B1 �A1) � � � (BN �AN)



Tompaidis: Approximation of Invariant Surfaces by Periodic Orbits in High-Dimensional Maps: Some Rigorous Results 205orkB �A1 � � �ANk� � �N1 �maxi kAikN�1� kBi �Aik�+ �N2 �maxi kAikN�2� kBi �Aik2� + � � �+ �NN�maxi kBi �AikN� :Using the estimates (3.9) we conclude thatkB �A1 : : : ANk�� �1 + dA� + d(1 + ��1)"�N � (1 + d�A)N :Choosing � = ("=A)1=2 < 1 we obtainkB �A1 : : : ANk� � �1 + 3dpAp"�N � 1:Following the same steps, kA1 � � �AN � Ik� can bebounded bykA1 � � �AN � Ik� � (1 + dpAp")N � 1:Since �i = �i � 1 we havej�i � 1j � (1 + 3dpAp")N + (1 + dpAp")N � 2� 2�(1 + 3dpAp")N � 1�: �Putting all these estimates together, for N largeenough, we can bound all the eigenvalues ofDfN(x)for a (P=N) periodic orbit byj�i � 1j � DkkN! � Pkk=2d N:This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The Analytic CaseTo prove Theorem 2.2 we only need to compute thevalues of the constants Ck and Dk, and choose thebest value for k. The optimal bound depends onthe diophantine properties of the rotation vector !.LetT� = f(';A) : Re'i 2 [0; 1]; j Im'ij � �; jAij � �gbe a complex product neighborhood of the invari-ant surface. For an analytic function F on T�, setkFk� � supT� jF j;

or, if F denotes several functions, setkFk� � maxi kFik�:We �rst state a lemma that provides quantita-tive bounds for the solution to equations similar to(3.4).
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a bounded analytic functionon T� and assume that L has zero average overTd. For ! diophantine of type (K; �) we can �nda solution of the equationH(')�H('+ !) = L(')unique, up to an additive constant , on T�. More-over , the solution is bounded on any smaller do-main T��� bykHk��� � CK;�;d���kLk�for any 0 < � < �.Proofs of this lemma can be found in [R�ussmann1975; R�ussmann 1976; Arnol'd 1988; Fass�o andBenettin 1989].In the process of constructing d approximate in-tegrals in the neighborhood of the invariant surfacewe need to solve the equationsHfmg(') �Hfmg('+ !)= Hfm�1g('+ !)u('; 0) + Lfmg(');where Lfmg(') = L1fmg(')�L2fmg(') with L1fmg(')equal tomXj=1 1fjg!� @@A�fjgHfm�jg('+ ! +Av(';A))jA=0and L2fmg(') equal tomXj=2 Hfm�jg(') 1fjg!� @@A�fjg(A+Af2gu(';A))fjgjA=0under the condition (3.5).We will use induction to estimate bounds on theH's.
Theorem 3.5. If the invariant surface is analytic inT� and ! is diophantine of type (K; �), there are



206 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 5 (1996), No. 3numbers ~K and E (depending on the system, theinvariant surface, the dimension and !) such thatk ~Hfmgk��m� � EDm and max j �Hfmgj � EDm, for�H = RTdH d', ~H = H � �H, � � k� > 0, andD = ~K��1�� .
Proof. Using induction, the hypothesis holds form = 1. Assuming that all Hfmg's are determinedcompletely up to orderm�2 and up to an additiveconstant for Hfm�1g and satisfy the bounds in theassumption, we havesupkAkd��=2VT��(m�1=2)� jHfm�jg('+ ! +Av(';A))j� kHfm�jgk��(m�1)� � kHfm�jgk��j� ;where V = supT� jv(';A)j.We can use Cauchy estimates to bound deriva-tives with respect to A; this is justi�ed for the caseof max norms in C d by the arguments in [Perryand Wiggins 1994]. We derive the inequalitiessupkAkd��=2VT��(m�1=2)� ���� 1fjg!� @@A�fjgHfm�jg('+!+Av(';A))jA=0����� kHfm�jgk��j� (2V )j�jandsupkAkd��=2VT��(m�1=2)����� 1fjg!� @@A�fjg(A+Af2gu(';A))fjgjA=0����� 1�j :From them we deducekL1fmgk��(m�1=2)� � Dm�1E 4V� ;kL2fmgk��(m�1=2)� � Dm�1E 2� :From condition (3.5) it follows thatk �Hfm�1gk � EDm�1for � �xed and E large enough.Using 3.4 and �xing � � �=2k we havek ~Hmk��m� � EDm�1 ~K��1�� � EDm;which concludes the induction. �

To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.2 we �x � =�=2k and have Ck � ~K(k=�)k(1+�). Using a simplemaximization argument over k, we getmaxk2N �k� �k(1+�)Bk � exp��(1 + �)B�1=(1+�)�e�1�:Letting B = kN! � Pk1=2d concludes the proof.
Remark. Theorem 2.2 is also valid for the case ofcomplex maps with complex invariant surfaces, aslong as the nondegeneracy condition (ii) is satis�edin a neighborhood of the invariant surface.
The Quasiperiodic Skew-Product CaseThe proof for the case of a quasiperiodic pertur-bation of a symplectic map is similar to the proofsof Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We sketch the proof, re-ferring to the preceding ones and emphasize thedi�erences.We study invariant sets of maps f : Td+e�Rd !Td+e � Rd on which motion is conjugate to rigidrotation with rotation vector ! = (!1; !2), for !1 2Td and !2 2 Te, and satisfyingf('1; '2; A) = (f1('1; '2; A); '2 + !2);where f1 : Td+e � Rd ! Td � Rd and f1( � ; '2; � ) issymplectic.The �rst part of the proof consists of construct-ing a normal form for f in a neighborhood of theinvariant surface with rotation vector !. As inProposition 3.1 we can �nd a map h, de�ned ina neighborhood of the invariant surface, such thath � f � h�1('1; '2; A) equals('1+!1+A1v('1; '2; A1); '2+!2; A1+A21u('1; '2))with v('1; '2; 0) 6= 0.We can now construct d approximate integralsfor f in a neighborhood of the invariant surface,by expanding and matching by orders, just as inLemma 3.2. The di�erence at this point is that notonly the properties of !1 (the rotation vector forthe symplectic coordinates) but also the combinedproperties of !1 and !2 are important.



Tompaidis: Approximation of Invariant Surfaces by Periodic Orbits in High-Dimensional Maps: Some Rigorous Results 207After constructing the approximate integrals, weperform a transformation (using a generating func-tion in the \symplectic" coordinates, identity inthe remaining coordinates) to substitute the ap-proximate integrals for the original \actions".The normal form for f in a neighborhood of theinvariant surface isf(�1; '2; ~A1) = (�1+!1+ ~A1�( ~A1); '2+!2; ~A1)+(E1(�1; '2; ~A1); 0e; E2(�1; '2; ~A1));where �(0; !2) 6= 0 and kE1;2k � Ckk ~A1kk+1d inappropriate norms.Instead of studying the normal form for f itself,we will study the extension f� : Td+e � Rd+e !Td+e � Rd+e withf�(�1; '2; ~A1; A2)= (�1 + !1 + ~A1�( ~A1); '2 +A2; ~A1; A2)+ (E1(�1; '2; ~A1); 0e; E2(�1; '2; ~A1); 0e):The map f� is also area-preserving and, for A2 �!2, motion in the �1; '2; ~A1 coordinates under f�is identical to motion in the �1; '2; ~A1 coordinatesunder f . The map f� has the advantage that in aneighborhood of an invariant surface with rotationvector of type (K; �) one can �nd periodic orbits(by simply changing A2 to nearby rational num-bers).The bounds on the eigenvalues of the derivativefollow from Lemma 3.3. The 2e eigenvalues corre-sponding to rotation in the '2; A2 coordinates areidentically 1.Using arguments similar to those in the preced-ing subsection, we can also reproduce the proof forthe analytic case. This proves Theorem 2.4.
Remark. In the case of a general volume-preservingmap f : Td�R ! Td�R under conditions similarto the ones in Theorem 2.4 it is possible to con-struct one approximate integral in the neighbor-hood of the invariant surface. However, no resultsimilar to Theorem 2.4 is possible, since we have nocontrol for the motion along the angle coordinatesas we did in the symplectic skew-product case.

4. CONCLUSIONSTheorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 suggest that the eigen-values of the derivative of a symplectic map alonga periodic orbit are a higher-dimensional analog ofthe residue (as used in Greene's criterion for two-dimensional twist maps|for a justi�cation and anapplication of Greene's criterion in the case of aparticular dissipative map see [Llave and Tompa-idis 1994]). Based on this analogy the followinge�cient numerical algorithm can be implementedto indicate existence of a close-by invariant surface.� Compute periodic orbits with rotation vectorsclose to the rotation vector of an invariant setof interest.� Check whether the periodic orbits thus com-puted stay within a small neighborhood in phasespace.� Compute the eigenvalues of the derivative of themap along the periodic orbits.� If all the eigenvalues approach 1 as the rotationvector of the periodic orbit approaches the ro-tation vector of the sought-for invariant set, ex-istence is indicated. If, on the other hand, thedistance from the eigenvalues to 1 increases, wehave a numerical indication for the nonexistenceof the invariant surface.Since convergence to the limit behavior (either 1for the case of an invariant surface or 1 for thecase of a uniformly hyperbolic invariant set) is ex-ponentially fast, relatively low-period orbits can beused. In [Tompaidis 1996] (the next article in thisissue) we implement such an algorithm for the caseof a quasiperiodic excitation of a two-dimensionalsymplectic map.Periodic orbits can also be used [Greene 1979;MacKay 1982] to investigate behavior at break-down. If transition can be described in terms ofa �xed point of a renormalization group opera-tor with a stable manifold of codimension one, theeigenvalues of the periodic orbits scale with theperiod of the orbit and the distance from break-down. Kosygin [1991] constructed a renormaliza-



208 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 5 (1996), No. 3tion group operator and showed that if, under re-peated action of the operator, the map converges toa trivial �xed point, then the original map admitsan invariant surface. No such description is knownfor the behavior at breakdown. Numerical stud-ies and analytical arguments suggest that if such arenormalization operator exists, there are regionsin parameter space where behavior at breakdownis governed by dynamics more complex than a sim-ple �xed point [MacKay et al. 1994; Artuso et al.1991; Tompaidis 1996].Another interesting problem is to determine theexistence of lower-dimensional hyperbolic tori onwhich motion is conjugate to rigid rotation with aresonant rotation vector. One can separate phasespace in the neighborhood of the low-dimensionaltorus to the center manifold of the torus and thehyperbolic directions. Arguments similar to theones we used in this paper can be used to showthat along the center manifold the map is close toan integrable normal form. Along the hyperbolicdirections behavior can be described using argu-ments similar to those of [Falcolini and Llave 1992].The natural result appears to be that 2d� eigenval-ues (where d� the dimension of the low-dimensionaltorus) of the derivative of the map along periodicorbits will approach 1, while the rest will approache�iT , where the �i are the nonzero Lyapunov ex-ponents of the orbits on the low-dimensional torusand T is the period. Unfortunately a numerical al-gorithm to estimate domains of existence of lowerdimensional hyperbolic tori would be di�cult toimplement, since we cannot numerically isolate theeigenvalues that tend to 1, from eigenvalues thatbecome exponentially large.
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